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‘STOP ASIAN HATE’

Vigil held in rememberance of the victims of the Atlanta spa shootings
By GEORGE ACKERMAN
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Among those who attended the vigil

In the wake of the Atlanta spa shootings
which killed eight people, six of whom
were Asian women, the Association for
Asian and Asian American Awareness

were President Hilary Link, Provost
Ron Cole, Registrar Ian Binnington and
other members of Allegheny’s administration.
“It is important that as an institution,

and the South Asian Student Society

we continue to think about what our

hosted a vigil for the victims.

values are, and that it’s important not

Students and other members of the
Allegheny Community began to gather

The vigil began with a series of
speakers who shared their experiences and feelings in the wake of the
shootings as well as the prevalence of
anti-Asian racism. After the speakers finished, people were invited to
use the platform to share their own
experiences, light candles in remembrance of the victims, and write with

just to be seen but to also act, that we

chalk on the sidewalk leading up to

don’t just say, ‘hey, we have these great

the campus center.
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Students hold up signs during the Atlanta spa shooting vigil on March 23.

Discussing
COVID-19
vaccine

Tart, Adams
win ASG
election
By HASSAN JAVED
News Writer
javed01@allegheny.edu

By CHRISTOPHER WAKIM
News Editor
Wakimc@allegheny.edu

The second Science Cafe of the year was
held on March 18 covering COVID-19
and vaccine information. Biology Chair
and Professor of Biochemistry Tricia
Humphreys and Professor of Biology
and Global Health Studies Becky Dawson, both current members of the Allegheny College Health Agency, were
guest speakers on the panel.
The event was sponsored by Sigma
Xi, an international regionally chapter
based health organization that seeks
to “enhance the health of the scientific enterprise by fostering the integrity
in science and health engineering and
promote the public’s understanding of
science.”
The presentation began with preliminary information about virus structures.
The general make-up of a virus includes
a protein coat and the genetic material
inside of the protein coat. Coronaviruses
have RNA genetic material, as opposed
to DNA in other virus types. The outer extremities of the virus are known as
spike proteins, which explain the shape
of COVID-19.
Dawson discussed vaccine development, explaining the testing process and
the expediency of development for the
COVID-19 vaccines.
“Preclinical work, pre-human being,
will move to a mouse or rodent model,”
Dawson said. “The immune response is
quantified. Sometimes we use primates

Remembering an alumnus
Brian Hill Memorial
See FEATURES page 7

He was always building people up and caring for
people, whether it be in a physical form or emotionally.
He was always there for people and showed up —
I never met somebody who showed up so much for
people.”
— SOPHIA STABLEY, ’19

Allegheny Student Government’s fourth
meeting of the module acknowledged
the results of the presidential election
and passed the Culture Identity Leadership Coalition legislation.
With no guest speakers, ASG’s general assembly commenced with cabinet
reports at 7:38 p.m. Tuesday, March 17,
via Zoom.
Attorney General Jack Parker, ’22,
started off his report by recognizing the
recent presidential election and congratulating the candidates involved.
“I was absolutely honored to work
with both campaigns, they worked incredibly hard,” Parker said. “Regardless
of who won, Allegheny would have been
in incredible hands.”
Parker then recognized and congratulated Director of Finance Noah Tart,
’22, and Sophie Adams, ’22, as the President and Vice-President of ASG for the
upcoming academic year.
Parker also commented on the significant voter turnout in the election
and encouraged students to apply for a
senate position in the upcoming senate
election..
“We had probably one of the best, to
my knowledge, turnouts when it came
to student voting,” Parker said. “We
want these (senate) slots filled by next
semester so I encourage you to file a petition.”

See ASG page 3

See COVID page 2

In this week’s Campus...
THE FUTURE IS FEMALE

THE ‘AMERICAN DREAM’ IS DEAD

THE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH COVID-19

The campus community celebrated Women’s History
Month with festivities focused on empowerment.

The fetishized ‘American Dream’ is unattainable due to wealth inequalities in America, regardless of an individual’s race.

Scientists prepare for the impact that different variants of
COVID-19 may have on the efectiveness of the vaccines.
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FRIDAY

H: 58º L: 39º
Rain: 58%
Sunrise: 7:13 a.m.
Sunset: 7:39 p.m.

SATURDAY

H: 65º L: 52º
Rain: 8%
Sunrise: 7:11 a.m.
Sunset: 7:40 p.m.

SUNDAY

H: 54º L: 29º
Rain: 67%
Sunrise: 7:09 a.m.
Sunset: 7:41 p.m.
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VIGIL
The speakers highlighted the
need for the Allegheny College
community to both mourn the
victims of the shooting and begin to understand what the community can do better to support
Asian, Asian American and Pacific Islander American people.
Samantha Thai, ’21, president
of A5, recognized the effort and
time that administrators put in to
attend the event, but also cited an
additional way that the administration could support AAPI peo-

from page 1

ple.
“Instead of just recognizing
and sending out a message, doing more to actually support the
community, instead of relying
on student organizations and the
faculty to arrange these things,I
feel like there could have been
a lot more facilitation on their
end instead of relying on A5 and
SASS and the Department of
World Languages to be doing all
of this work,” Thai said.
Thai also advocated for
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Peter Alegre, ’23, speaks at the Atlanta spa shooting vigil.

increased learning on the part of
allies of AAPI people, especially
in how actions and behaviors
contribute to the current cycle of
racism and injustice.
The President’s Cabinet sent
out an email to the Allegheny
College community the day after
the shootings took place. The
email unequivocally condemned
the attacks and stated Allegheny
College’s solidarity with Asian,
Asian American and Pacific
Islander American people both
at Allegheny and beyond.
The email continued to offer
resources for students in need
of additional support, advocate
for mindfulness and dialogue,
and suggested that interested
students could work towards
hosting a community dialogue
in conjunction with the Dean for
Institutional Diversity, Kristen
Dukes.
“We are deeply saddened by
the tragic loss of life, and our
thoughts and prayers go out to
the family and loved ones of
these individuals,” the email stated. “Cowardice and fear continue
to fuel racist and violent attacks
against the AAPI community.
Allegheny College unequivocally condemns these attacks and

stands in solidarity with the
AAPI individuals within the
Allegheny community and beyond.” For Binnington, the issue
of anti-AAPI attacks is hard for
the Allegheny administration
alone to solve.
“This is difficult work because what we’re trying to do
in a small area in Northwest
Pennsylvania is deal with issues
that are systemic and that are
structural and that go beyond
our borders,” Binnington said.
Binnington went on to ad-

News Editor
grayb@allegheny.edu

This year’s Women’s History
Month commemorated female ingenuity and empowerment on campus through
events and discussions hosted by several student organizations.
Makayla Alicea, ’21,
shared her beliefs regarding
the importance of celebrating
women’s accomplishments,
especially on college campuses, in a patriarchal society.
“Most of the institutions
that govern our lives were
created by men — white
men — and (these institutions) continue to be dominated by men,” Alicea said.
“Through my time working
and learning with communities of women, I have realized
that the future is female and
women are going to create
solutions for injustices unlike
any other solutions we have
ever seen before because
of our lived experiences …
Women’s History Month is
important because we need
to recognize these women
— it is not to just say that we
need a month dedicated to
women, but to make others
recognize that women and
their accomplishments are
important, too.”
Alicea reflected on her
own experiences as a woman
of color, who has pioneered
community organizing in
Meadville and the lack of
recognition that she — like
many other women, particularly women of color — experience for their contributions
to society.
“I celebrate women every
single day,” Alicea said. “The
reality is that we need to recognize how structurally broken society really is — women’s work is not appreciated.
Hell, our work is not even
welcomed, recognized or

thought of by the majority of
our society.”
Latinas on the Rise celebrated Women’s History
Month by sharing stories of
women and their accomplishments on their Instagram page.
“In celebration of Women’s History Month, every
Monday of March, we will be
sharing powerful Latina figures that have inspired us and
made history,” the group announced on their Instagram.
For the first post of the
series, LR highlighted Sara
Gomez, the first female film
director in Cuba. Gomez directed documentaries in opposition to the revolutionary
society in Cuba. She also explored the positions of women and Afro-Cubans within
the Cuban society.
Sylvia Rivera, a Venezuelan-Puerto Rican trans
woman, was featured by the
organization for her contributions to pioneering lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender
and queer activism. Rivera
co-founded Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries,
dedicated to empowering
members of the LGBTQ
community.
Following Rivera, LR created a tribute to Selena Quintanilla, who popularized
Mexican Tejano Music in
society. She received a Grammy for her work in the music industry in 1993. In 1995,
Quintanilla was murdered by
her former manager, but she
left a legacy in the music industry as one of the most influential Latin artists.
Alicea encouraged other
students to continue to educate themselves on the contributions that women make
to society as well as to continue to create an atmosphere of
support and empowerment
on campus for young women.
“In reality, it takes us longer than a month to break

barriers — to smash those
glass ceilings,” Alicea said.
“As a young woman myself,
my aspirations are in fields
dominated by men — white
men — and so it is very crucial to have community support as a woman. We all must
support each other because
our experiences are not the
same, especially for women
across different races.”
LR also hosted several events throughout the
month. On March 4, the organization met for their first
general body meeting of the
semester, which they dedicated to Women’s History
Month. LR also hosted Paint
the Night Away on March 11
in Quigley Hall Auditorium.
Members of the community
gathered in the auditorium to
paint together.
To commemorate Women’s History Month, Black
Girl Magic hosted several
events centered around empowerment and appreciation
for women.
On March 12, BGM hosted their general body meeting, which they converted
into a self care day for their
members.
BGM also brought Seton
Hill University’s Associate
Dean of Diversity & Inclusion and International Students Keisha Jimmerson to
discuss resilience of womanhood. The event was hosted
in the Tippie Alumni Center,
on March 19, and Jimmerson attended via Zoom. The
women in attendance received gift bags and were able
to enter a raffle for additional
gifts as well.
Jimmerson discussed the
importance of finding one’s
purpose in life and realizing
their potential as a woman.
The audience was able to interact with Jimmerson and
share their experiences at the
institution with the audience.
Jimmerson offered advice to
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Students stand on the Gator Quad during the Atlanta spa shootings vigil.

vocate for a deeper understanding of what it means to uphold
the Statement of Community
and its values.
“We think about what that
means on a day-to-day basis,
whether that’s in the classroom,
whether that’s on the playing
field, whether that’s in sports and
clubs, in the residence halls,” Binnington said.
Emma Godel, ’21, was among
the attendants.

‘The future is female’
Festivities held for Women’s History Month
By BREE GRAY

AlleghenyCampus.com

[News]

the women in attendance and
reflected on her personal experiences at Seton Hill University and how women can
learn and grow with one another from our experiences.
Jimmerson also emphasized
the importance of unity and
support among communities of women and asked the
attendees to reflect on the
meaning of resiliency within
their own experiences.
In addition to events,
BGM also hosted a series
of giveaways for four women, who were nominated by
members of our community.
“Each week, students
from different class years will
nominate women that inspire
or motivate them,” BGM explained. “That woman will
receive a goodie bag containing nice items.”
Anyone is welcome to
nominate an individual for
any class year and can place
a nomination by direct messaging BGM on Instagram or
sending an email to the organization.
On March 10, Aadya Davis, ’24, received the first
giveaway bag after being
nominated by members of
the community. On March
17, Lex Caldwell, ’23, was
the recipient of the second
giveaway bag. Anyone in the
junior or senior class is still
eligible to receive a giveaway
if they are nominated prior to
March 31.
LR, BGM and Queer
People of Color are also collaborating to host a virtual
discussion on dating at a predominantly white institution
for women of color. “Dating
Pool? What Dating Pool?”
will take place on March 26
via Zoom at 6 p.m. Members
o2f the community can submit their experiences with
dating at Allegheny to LR,
QPOC or BGM via Instagram.

“I have to show support for
other human beings,” Godel said.
“This is the bare minimum and I
hope to do more.”
Godel also had suggestions
about how the Allegheny College
community could better support
AAPI people and other groups
who have often become targets of
violence.
“I think the vigil is a great
start,” Godel said. “I think
white people especially educate
(themselves). Privilege is often something that goes unnoticed because you’re so used to
it. If you are privileged within a

COVID

group, and in this case if you’re
not AAPI, educate yourself on
what this community has been
through and how you can help
improve their situation.”
For Thai, allies of AAPI people should work to better understand how behaviors and actions
have an affect on others.
“For our allies, (take) the
time to educate yourself about
racism and about how your own
behaviors and actions affect the
Asian-American community as
well as other people of color,”
Thai said.

from page 1

After this preclinical testing, the
results are submitted to the Food and
Drug Administration, to gain approval
for clinical trials. There are three stages of clinical trials that must be passed
before it can be distributed.
“Phase one looks at the safety of
the vaccine by putting the vaccine
into a small group of people’s bodies.”
Dawson said. “You can then monitor
those severe adverse effects before
you can start moving into larger
groups. As you move into phase two
you begin looking at safety, as that
continues to be the important thing.”
Dawson noted that safety is
considered throughout the process,
explaining that avoiding adverse effects — like anaphylactic shock — is
a priority. In addition, she expressed
that vaccine developers closely monitor whether or not there is evidence
that the vaccine could potentially
amplify the effects of the virus it is
seeking to cure.
“Phase three is the randomized
control part,” Dawson said. “That
is where a lot of people, 30-to-40
thousand people, random sampling
of half of the people get the vaccine
and the other half get the placebo.
This is where immune response (and)
hospitalization (is being studied).
After this, the results are submitted
to the FDA for approval.”
SARs and MERs are very similar,
as a result this has been a contributing factor for the rapid development
of the COVID-19 vaccine. MRNA,
which is genetic manipulation has
also contributed to the expediency of
the development of the vaccination.
“No steps were skipped or exempted, but things moved really fast,”
Dawson said. “The FDA did rolling
reviews of data.”
Funding from the federal government also aided the quick development and distribution of COVID-19
vaccines even prior to the approval
of the FDA. This was a financial risk,
that the vaccine may not work or
be approved for use, however this
backing padded the development of
the vaccines so the various pharmaceutical companies did not have to
fund the development entirely inhouse. Once approved by the FDA,
the vaccines began being distributed
within 24 hours.

All information regarding the
development of COVID-19 vaccines
is publicly available, according to
the panelists. Dawson emphasized
that no steps in development were
skipped, but rather expedited.
Humphreys explained the platforms for two vaccines that have
been approved for emergency use.
“Moderna utilizes nanoparticles
with messenger RNA that translates
into spike particles in the immune
system,” Humphreys said. “Johnson
and Johnson had a similar concept,
by taking the coding region for the
spike protein, and putting this code
into an adenovirus. This code will
enter into cells and the spike protein
will be put into the immune system.”
Humphreys further explained
how both of these vaccines utilize the
spike protein.
“The spike protein has been
changing, some of the changes have
been silent,” Humphreys said. “That
means that they do not actually
change the protein, even though the
MRNA sequence has changed, some
of those sequences have brought
changes in amino proteins.”
The vaccine cannot account for
all of the mutations within the virus,
according to Humphreys, who noted
that “some variations are bound to
slip through.” The decision to code
the spikes of the virus into the immune system is an attempt to account
for as many variations as possible.
Dawson noted that the Pfizer,
Astrazeneca, Johnson and Johnson,
and Moderna vaccine platforms are
effective at preventing death and
illness. The panel members expressed
that the at-risk groups must remain
prioritized, so as to not bog down the
medical system.
Vaccinated individuals are now
beginning to congregate without
masks safely. The panelists described
the day following 14 days after the
vaccination is administered as a
“vaxxiversary.” This means that the
recipient is now fully vaccinated and
is able to celebrate with other vaccinated individuals. Precautions should
continue to be taken with non-vaccinated individuals, the panelists noted, but collection within vaccinated
groups is almost entirely safe.
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Parker then introduced the

Co-Directors

of

Students

President of the Catalyst for

Affairs Crystal Hernandez, ’23,

Change Charitable Foundation

and Gena Pena, ’22, followed

Club, Khalid Mohamed, ’22.
“CCC is a charitable organization that will be working with
different organizations in Meadville and the surrounding area,”

with their report. Pena commented on her work regarding
the distribution of feminine

term goals for the project.

organizations is that we’re not

term goals,” Pena said. “This is

only gonna be raising funds but

something that started in 2018

we want to actually work close-

so I am just working to get this

tion to approve CCC and was

clude all-gender restrooms and

the Allegheny virtual map.

lot of people to define the long-

Kristen Cadham raised the mo-

and Hernandez’s initiative to in-

she had been working on long-

is different from other charitable

President of the Class of 2024

Pena then talked about her

water bottle refilling stations on

“I’ve been meeting with a

what they need.”

them (the stations).”

products on campus and how

Mohamed said. “The way (CCC)

ly with the organizations to see

figuring out good places to put

done.”
Pena also commented on her
and Hernadez’s work regarding
the phone charging stations on
campus.
“We’re making sure that (the

I was absolutely honored to work with both campaigns, they worked incredibly
hard. Regardless of who won, Allegheny would have been in incredible hands
... We had probably one of the best, to my knowledge, turnouts when it came
to student voting.”
—JACK PARKER, ’22

ASG Attorney General,
Allegheny College

Director of Community Relations Elias Bullock-Moreno,
’23, followed with his report by

“If you’ve got anything cool

stating that the questions for

going on in Meadville that you’d

the restaurant survey have been

like people to know about, tell

In unfinished business, Tart

really wonderful,” Adams said.

compiled. The restaurant survey

me about it,” Bullock-Moreno

called for a vote on the CILC

“It really warms my heart when I

said. “I’d love to let other people

legislation put forth by himself

walk around campus and people

know.”

and ASG President Abdikadir

are congratulating, it really feels

seeks to find out what Allegheny
students like to eat in town.
Bullock-Moreno then stated that he was open to hearing

Director of Sustainability and
Environmental

Affairs

Willy

Walker, ’22, discussed progress

ideas from the student body

regarding water bottle refilling

dering more supplies through

about different things to do in

stations.

our vendor,” Pena said. “We are

Meadville.

seconded by Senator India Mc-

stations) are not broken, and or-

Cruter, ’24. The motion passed
unanimously.

Walker then announced his
intentions to collaborate with
The Campus in a new initiative

We really want to encourage everyone to apply for a cabinet position for
next year,” Adams said. “We’re really hoping we make this (the cabinet) as
diverse and as empowering as possible.”

to make use of excess newspapers.
“I want to take these (excess)
newspapers and turn them into

—SOPHIE ADAMS, ’22 different

ASG Vice President elect,
Allegheny College

ADVERTISEMENT

events,

sibly an origami event,” Walker
said.

“I just want to thank you guys
for the love and support, it’s been

Lugundi, ’21.
An attendance vote was taken and the legislation passed
unanimously.
President of the Class of
2023 Andi Reiser commenced
her class report by discussing
her June menstrual cup initiative. She stated that tabling for
the initiative would tentatively

like this (the election campaign)
was a group effort.”
Adams then announced that
cabinet applications are now
open and encouraged all to apply.
“We really want to encourage
everyone to apply for a cabinet
position for next year,” Adams

begin next week on Monday,

said. “We’re really hoping we

March 29.

make this (the cabinet) as di-

In the transition report, Ad-

(including)

ams started off by thanking the

‘make your own paper,’ which is

assembly for a productive elec-

a really fun thing to do, and pos-

tion campaign.

verse and as empowering as
possible”
The meeting was adjourned
at 8:15 p.m.
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“The American Dream” and other children’s stories
By KALEIGH WHITE
Opinion Editor
whitek2@allegheny.edu

When someone references “the American Dream,” one is often reminded of
something we were taught about in elementary school. When learning about
immigration in the third grade, we were
taught that people immigrated to the
United States to chase “the American
Dream.”
The image put in our heads was of
a husband and wife living in a small,
simple house in the suburbs with twoto-three children, and perhaps a dog.
These houses came with green, lush,
well-manicured lawns and white picket fences. The image included the idea
of the mother being a housewife, as the
father — the “breadwinner,” per se —
worked a job that paid well enough to
allow him to be the only one that needed to work.
In the theater department, we read
plays of many different genres, of many
different styles, and from many different countries. From Ancient Greece, to
medieval France, all the way up to recent productions on and off Broadway,
I have read many plays thus far in my
college career.
My junior seminar focused on
American drama and American playwrights. These included people such
as Eugene O’Neill, Tennessee Williams
and Lorraine Hansberry. Most all of
these American dramas deal with the
idea of “the American Dream.”
Given this, and my own experience
living in the United States for 21 years, I

can confidently say that “the American
Dream” is a dead, outdated concept that
barely existed in the first place and was
created to keep Americans happy about
working for money-hungry corporations.
The first issue I have with “the American Dream” still being used as a viable
term is that it is not the same for Black,
Indigenous and People of Color as it is
for white people, both historically and
in today’s world. The modern-day definition of “the American Dream” was
born in the mid-1950s, during the rise
of post-war consumerism.
As women returned to being housewives from their wartime factory jobs,
advertisements for household appliances quickly changed their targets to the
idealized post-war American family. In
this image, we have the hardworking
man who earns all the money the house
needs, the housewife who has all of the
best appliances that she needs to be the
perfect spouse, and children that play
sports and need to eat picture-perfect
meals every day of their lives.
What this image does not have, and
did not ever have, was a BIPOC family in the same scenario. This is because
“the American Dream” sets an inherently racist expectation, one that focuses
on the “perfect,” white American family
that BIPOC folk should assimilate to. It
effectively disregards the existence —
and therefore, importance — of families
of color.
One could argue that the reason
this was never depicted was because
BIPOC families did not live that way,
and they would be correct. Families of

The idea that a person who works a full-time job 40 hours
a week, with benefits, can be totally financially stable is a
fallacy we need to stop perpetuating.”
—KALEIGH WHITE

Class of 2022

color did not live idyllic lives due to
the systemic racial inequality they have
faced throughout history. “The American Dream” has never been a privilege
extended to persons of color, and that
is certainly seen in both post-war consumerism as well as modern-day America.
The main reason “the American
Dream” is dead for all Americans, regardless of race, is due to wealth inequality in the United States today. As
the world has become more evolved,
more jobs require education further
than high school. Much to the working
class’s disadvantage, the cost of higher
education has disproportionately risen
in comparison to the income of average
Americans. This makes a college education much harder to achieve for people
from lower-income families.
One must also consider what it currently means to be a “middle class” family in America. With the general range of
the “middle class” status being between
$45,000 and $130,000, and the median
American income being approximately
$30,000, it is clear to see that most families who manage to fall into the middle
or lower-middle class are closer to the
poverty line than they are to achieving
upper-middle class status (at approximately $140,000 to $150,000).
Furthermore, the generational gap
between then and now is exceptionally
wide. While it was perfectly viable for
a person just out of high school to pay
for their college education by flipping
burgers for $4 per hour, that is not the
case today. Inflation has increased at an
alarming rate, while the national minimum wage has not. In Pennsylvania,
the minimum wage is $7.25 per hour. In
Crawford County, this is the standard
most any job will start you at, although
some will bump you up to $7.75-$8 per
hour if you have previous experience.
But for a young person who has never
worked before, the prospects are grim
for the amount of money they will be
able to make in a single summer.
I am thankful to have one of the
few well-paying hourly summer jobs
in Crawford County. I started at $8.50,
given my experience working for min-
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imum wage the previous summer at a
farm market and now make $10 per
hour. Each paycheck, I made around
$450-$500. After working for approximately 12 weeks (June through August), I had made around $3000 for the
summer. My monthly bills come to approximately $75. Already, one-third of
my total summer income is going to be
spent on bills.
The remaining $2000 is less than
one-tenth the cost of tuition alone in
a single semester at Allegheny College,
and for comparison, approximately over
one-tenth of the average yearly cost of
attending Edinboro University. Unfortunately, my summer employment situation seems to be unique compared to
the majority of students on campus. It is
absolutely no longer possible to pay for
a college education with a summer job
alone, and “the American Dream” only
perpetuates the idea that it is.
The same idea applies to the millennial housing crisis; the cost of owning a
home is almost 40% higher than it was
in the 1980s, which is around the time
the later boomers were finishing college. We can no longer afford the lives
our parents led, or the lives their parents led during the birth of “the American Dream.”
On the same level, “the American
Dream” is something commonly used

by today’s older folk to berate and belittle millennials for their financial instability. The idea that a person who works
a full-time job 40 hours a week, with
benefits, can be totally financially stable
is a fallacy we need to stop perpetuating. It is by no means possible for every
American because of racial inequality, gender inequality and a lot of other
things that cause people to be stripped
of any chance at “the American Dream.”
In countless plays I have read since
coming to college, families are torn
apart by “the American Dream.” Some
struggle to find housing, some struggle to find identity, others struggle to
find employment. The worst part is that
these plays primarily take place in the
mid- to late-twentieth century, between
1950 and 1999.
“The American Dream” has never
been real for most Americans, and instead, has served as an unachievable
standard for generations for people of
all backgrounds. It is a concept that I
despise, and that I am tired of hearing
used by older generations as a reflection
of their relative success in attaining this
unrealistic ideal, as if proof of their superiority. Its goal was the promotion of
consumerism and capitalism as a societal norm, and sadly, has reached past
this goal and still seeps into our lives
half a century later.
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How gut microbiome impacts neurological disorders
Recent studies shed light on the unusual relationship
According to a study pub-

By GABRIELLA BRADY
Science/International Writer
bradyg@allegheny.edu

Recent animal studies have
shown that the gut microbiome plays a key role in
aspects of neurodevelopment, neuroinflammation
and behavior, but animals are not the only ones
whose central nervous
system is greatly affected by the gut microbiome.
Due to the advances in
and the reduced costs of sequencing and metabolomics
technologies, bacteria has
become much more prevalent in scientific research.
According to University College Cork Professor
of Anatomy and Neuroscience John F. Cryan, the
disciplinary studies of neurology and microbiology
do not normally overlap,
except in various bacterial or viral infections of the
central nervous system.
Over the past two decades, scientists have discovered that the trillions
of microorganisms that reside within the gut, as well
as the microbiome — or
the genetic material of the
microbiota — have key
roles in maintaining homeostasis and in regulating major body systems.
Scientists have been focusing more on the microbiota-gut-brain axis — the

promote the anti-inflamma-

lished in the journal Scientific Reports led by scientists at Oregon Health and
Science University, there
is a correlation between
the composition of the gut
microbiome and the behavioral and cognitive performance of mice that are
carrying genes associated
with Alzheimer’s Disease.
The researchers discovered that there is a relationship between the changes
in the gut microbiome and
epigenetic changes in neural tissue in the hippocampus, a region of the brain
that plays a major role
in learning and memory.
The study found that,
“epigenetic
mechanisms
occurring in the brain, as
well as alterations in the
gut microbiome composition, might contribute
to Alzheimer’s Disease.”

tory activities of astrocytes.

Alterations in the signal-

From these results, re-

ing of certain neurotrans-

searchers believe that a

mitters, associated metab-

deeper

of

olites and neurotransmitter

mecha-

receptors have also been de-

nisms that are responsible

scribed in certain brain re-

for the activation of these

gions of the germ-free mice.

astrocytes might be benefi-

Research has also prov-

cial in treating other types

en that when used at a

of neurological disorders

young age, bacteria such

such as multiple sclerosis.

as Bifidobacterium infantis

Yet, other studies are

can inflict various health

proving that gut microbes

problems, such as immune

are not entirely beneficial.

changes

Another group of research-

behavior

Photo courtesy of GERALDINE VAN OORD/dietvsdisease.org

A diagram representing the ways in which the “gut” communicates with the brain. This is what is known as the
microbiota-gut-brain axis.
bidirectional
communication pathways between
the gut bacteria and the
CNS — as well as the different neurological disorders that could possibly be
treated by the gut bacteria.
From 2013 to 2015, the
United States National Institute of Mental Health funded seven different pilot studies with donations of up to
$1 million each to determine
the different functions of the
microbiome-gut-brain axis.
While some scientists are
focused more on learning
about this region of the body,

others are more interested in learning about which
neurological disorders the
gut microbiome can cure
and which ones it can cause.
A group of researchers
at Baylor College of Medicine led by Shelly Buffington, an assistant professor
at the University of Texas
Medical Branch in Galveston, are using mouse models to determine if they can
use certain types of bacteria to restore normal social behavior in those with
autism spectrum disorder.
Their studies have shown
that the administration of
a single strain of Bacteroides fragilis or Lactobacillus
reuteri could reverse many
of the behavioral and gasOur work strengthens an emerging concept
trointestinal changes that
of a new frontier for the development of safe
are reported in both huand effective therapeutics that target the gut
man and animal studies of
microbiome.”
autism spectrum disorders.
“Our work strengthens an
—DR. SHELLY BUFFINGTON
Assistant Professor, emerging concept of a new
University of Texas Medical Branch frontier for the development
of safe and effective thera-

peutics that target the gut microbiome with selective probiotic strains of bacteria or
bacteria-inspired pharmaceuticals,” Buffington said.
Additionally, when combined, L. rhamnosus and
L. helveticus have been
described as being able
to reverse stress-induced
memory dysfunction in
mice that had been infected by another bacterium
— Citrobacter rodentium.
Meanwhile, a research
team from Brigham and
Women’s Hospital discovered that an astrocyte subpopulation serves as an anti-inflammatory function in
the brain based on signals
regulated by gut bacteria.
Results from this study
show that interferon-gamma, a signaling molecule,
was found to regulate tumor necrosis factor-related
apoptosis-inducing ligand
expression, while gut bacteria was discovered to induce
the expression of these sig-

naling molecules in the cells
that reach the meninges, and

the

understanding

underlying

ers found that microbes
might be responsible for
“hacking” into the reward
system, stimulating cravings
for certain foods, and new
research demonstrates that
particular changes in the

and

anxiety-like

in

adulthood.

Based on these recent
findings in the relationship
between the brain and the
gut microbiome, scientists
are looking to “humanize”
the gut microbiota, by possibly

transplanting

microbiota

from

fecal
specific

gut microbiome can result

human conditions or from

in Alzheimer’s-like behavior.

animal models of diseases.

Understanding the risk posed by COVID-19 variants
By GEORGE ACKERMAN
Science/International Editor
ackermang@allegheny.edu

As the COVID-19 pandemic
has progressed, there have
been mutations to the virus
which have caused variants
of the disease, and scientists
are racing to better understand these mutations and
how they affect transmission, severity and vaccines.
According to the Centers
for Disease Control, there
are three variants of concern
that are currently circulating
the globe. There are many
different mutations that have
occurred, but the ones that
have garnered the most attention are B.1.1.7, B.1.351,
and P.1.
The B1.1.7 wariant was
first identified in the United Kingdom, the B.1.351
variant was first identified
in South Africa, and P.1 was
first identified in Brazil.
The B.1.1.7 variant is generally considered to have a
higher rate of transmission,
and potentially a higher risk
of death. Despite this, scientists and experts believe that
current vaccines will still be
effective on this variant.
“Of concern is that there
are about 50% increase in
transmission with this particular variant that has been

documented in the U.K.
(B.1.1.7), and there’s likely an increase in severity of
disease if infected with this
variant,” said Director of the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious diseases
Anothony Fauci in a press
briefing on March 20.
According to the CDC,
this variant is the most common of the three of concern,
with 6,390 known cases in
the United States as of March
21, 2021.
“The way we can counter
(B.1.1.7), which is a growing threat in our country, is
to do two things: to get as
many people vaccinated as
quickly and as expeditiously
as possible with the vaccine
that we know works against
this variant; and finally, to
implement the public health
measures that we talk about
all the time,” Fauci said.
The B.1.351 variant is considered to have no effect on
the severity of COVID-19,
but there is concern about
the effectiveness of vaccines.
This concern is due to the
mutations in the spike protein which may be more
resistant to antibodies produced by current vaccines.
Despite this, most experts
believe that current vaccines
are still effective against the
three variants.

“Most of us (vaccine experts) believe that the existing vaccines are liwkely
to work to some extent to
reduce infection/transmission rates and severe disease
against both the (B.1.1.7)
and (B.1.351) variants,” said
Dr. Julian W. Tang, a virologist at the University of
Leicester, in an interview
with the BBC.
According to the CDC, the
B.1.351 variant is less common in the United States,
with only 194 confirmed
cases of March 21.
The P.1 variant is of concern because of its potential to reinfect those who
have previously contracted
COVID-19. This concern is
rooted in what happened in
Manaus, Brazil.
According to the New
York Times, Manaus was hit
hard at the beginning of the
pandemic, with an estimated
75% of the population contracting COVID-19 by the
middle of 2020. Scientists
believed that this may have
enabled Manaus to attain
herd immunity. Then, in late
December, there was another spike of cases.
Scientists began investigating what was going on.
Through evaluation of the
new cases it was found that
P.1 was both transmitted be-

tween people easier, and had
the ability to reinfect those
who had the disease previously. Specifically, researchers found that out of 100
previously infected people
between 26 and 61 of them
could be re-infected if exposed to P.1.
Researchers and experts
also caution that current
vaccines will be helpful in
fighting variants, even P.1.
A recent lab study demonstrated that the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine was able to
neutralize variants.
“Compared with neutralization of USA-WA1/2020,
neutralization of B.1.1.7spike and P.1-spike viruses
was roughly equivalent, and
neutralization of B.1.351spike virus was robust but
lower,” wrote the contributors to this study.
USA-WA 1/2020 refers
to the strain of COVID-19
identified at the beginning

of community spread in the
United States.
According to the CDC,
the P.1 variant is currently
very rare in the United States
with 54 confirmed cases as
of March 21.
There are also many other variants which have
occurred throughout the
world, but these three are
the ones of most concern to
public health organizations.
While the variants are of
concern, there is encouraging news due to the distribution of vaccines in the United States. According to the
CDC, 81.4 million people in
the United States have gotten
at least one dose, and 44.1
million people have been
fully vaccinated. National-

Experts agree that mass
vaccinations are the best
method of addressing the
rise of variants, and vaccine
producers Pfizer, BioNTech
and Moderna have recently begun to investigate the
possibility of a third booster shot which may increase
protections.
While this effort is still
in clinical trials, it may be
the next step in mitigating
COVID-19.
“While we have not seen
any evidence that the circulating variants result in a
loss of protection provided
by our vaccine, we are taking multiple steps to act decisively and be ready in case
a strain becomes resistant
to the protection afforded

ly, on average, providers are

by the vaccine,” said Albert

giving a total of 2.49 million

Bourla, chairman and Chief

doses per day.

Executive Officer of Pfizer.

Of concern is that there are about 50% increase in transmission with
this particular variant which was first identified in the U.K., and there’s
likely an increase in severity of the disease if infected with this variant.”
—Anthony Fauci

Medical Doctor and Director,
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
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careers

in
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By DANIEL NAM

especially as a first year stu-

As a diplomatic correspon-

networking

meeting

the United States. It’s not the

job didn’t change a lot,” Parish

Contributing Writer

dent. It was an avenue to meet

dent for the Washington Post,

people in the industry,” said

Capitol Police’s fault. No one

said. “A lot of it switched to

nam01@allegheny.edu

new people and explore the

she primarily focuses on cov-

Milton

protected those reporters.”

phone and video interviews,

campus.”

ering the White House with a

ist and production assistant

Keeping these dangers in

and when I did get the oppor-

specialty in foreign affairs and

for NPR’s Morning Edition

mind, the panelists discussed

tunity to interview someone

international relations.

in Washington, DC. “Asking

that, even if a reporter is do-

in person it was like Christmas.”

Allegheny alumni gathered
with aspiring journalists via
video conference on March 18
to discuss their experiences
at Allegheny and how it prepared them for a job working
as a journalist. The panel was

Writing is not for everyone
as displayed by photojournal-

and

Guevara,

journal-

ist Caitie McMekin, ’14, who

“I was born to it,” Gearan

people how they did it, how

ing their job and trying to

took a different approach to

said. “Both my parents were

they got there, and when it

make a living for themselves,

journalism compared to her

journalists. I grew up going

comes to applying you will al-

there will always be people

colleagues.

to the big newspaper build-

ready know how to do it.”

who are going to get in the

”I am not a writer at all and

ing downtown and that sort

Being a journalist also

I do not like writing,” McMe-

of romanticized newsroom

comes with its own share of

“(We are) very mindful of

kin said. “As far as getting into

culture. (I) did an intern-

risks and responsibilities. The

who we decide to quote,” Par-

journalism, I always enjoyed

ship at the Meadville Tribune

Allegheny with an English

panelists agreed that it is the

ish said.

taking pictures and journal-

and that led to internships at

duty of the press to report the

major and double minor in

It is important to draw the

ism ended up being the outlet

Washington.”

truth in an unbiased manner

line between who journalists

political science and journal-

for me to take photos.”

The process to get a job as

and inform the public of what

decide to give a voice to and

co-sponsored by The Campus
and Career Education. Marley
Parish, ’19, graduated from

way of aspiring journalists.

ism in the public interest. She

McMekin explained that

a journalist is often similar

is happening in the world

making sure you do whatever

currently works at the Centre

photojournalists often have

to many other professions.

around us. It is important to

you can to report the facts.

Daily Times in State College,

to express a story through a

Whether it is creating con-

recognize that journalists will

PA with a focus on govern-

single photo that captures a

nections during internships

face push back.

ment in the state and county

moment in time and perfect-

or creating a strong portfolio,

During the Jan. 6 Capitol

level.

ly shows what was happening

Gearan said that it is import-

Hill riots, many news report-

during that time.

ant to gain firsthand experi-

ers and photographers were

“What we do is track the

ence and apply yourself.

assaulted and attacked by

demographics of our sources

those in attendance.

and have a show where our

“What drew me to jour-

“Make sure that the truth
and what is accurate is at the
forefront of everything,” Parish said.

nalism, in all honesty, was

“You have to be there for

the Journalism 100 class at

everything. It is more time

“What is true at the Post is

Allegheny as a first-year stu-

consuming than being there

true at a lot of other places,”

“I had no idea what was

sources aren’t just white peo-

dent,” Parish said. “I really fell

at the end of it and interview-

Gearan said. “We aren’t hir-

about to happen,” Gearan —

ple in Washington DC,” Gue-

in love with talking to people

ing,” McMekin said. “(There

ing people who are editors of

who was covering President

vara said.

and asking people questions

are times where) I would

their campus papers; we are

Trump, who was protected

There is a difference be-

have to listen to some crazy

hiring people who leveraged

by the Secret Service at the

tween objectivity and fairness

stuff that makes my blood

that position of leadership

time — said. “My colleagues

and it is the role of journalists

boil when I am trying to get

into that next thing and that

at the Capitol were in genuine

to achieve that fairness and be

permission for a photo. I just

next thing.”

danger. For people doing their

transparent.

Make sure that the
truth and what
is accurate is at
the forefront of
everything.”
—MARLEY PARISH, ’19
Reporter,
Centre Daily Times

Even if work didn’t change
much, the pandemic was
stressful and often put a mental toll on many people. Gearan highlighted the importance of her fellow co-workers
when it came to overcoming
the pandemic and fighting
through the hardships.
“It’s kinda cheesy, but my
colleagues, my team, and
my mates (are helping me
get through the pandemic),”
Gearan said. “We are really
tight-knit and helpful to one
another. I help other people
and they help me in so many
ways.
The panelists discussed,
whether one tries to work at
a national news company or a
local paper, having work you
can show off to your employers is always important.
“When I left Allegheny
I wasn’t proud of any work

kind of nod my head and

Gearan said that it is

jobs as reporters to be tram-

Just like many other work-

to show off,” McMekin said.

smile and take the pictures I

equally as important to create

pled, to be confronted and

ing Americans, reporters had

“You have to make stuff you

need to take.”

connections and get involved

spat upon by people not wear-

to adapt to the pandemic

love and you’re proud to show

For some such as Ann

with people who already work

ing masks, and women having

by switching to interviews

off and you think it can get

Gearan, ’85, journalism was

in the field you are interested

their clothing ripped off; this

through the phone or online

you a job. Show off what you

something that she was sur-

in.

is something that we did not

video conference meetings.

did and all that stuff is im-

rounded by most of her life.

“I definitely recommend

imagine could happen, not in

“Working as a reporter, my

portant.”

Human interest: asking Gators what they enjoy most
By JORDAN GREYNOLDS

regards to hip-hop and bas-

just two things that go to-

used to be able to walk into

Features Editor

ketball makes the connection

gether like bread and butter,”

Five Below and buy them,

greynoldsj@allegheny.edu

recognizable across the coun-

Baldeosingh said. “When you

but now the store is always

try.

go it’s not like any other feel-

sold out and customers are

The city’s boroughs have

ing because you’re not wor-

left in the dark about when

produced dozens of Hall of

ried about schoolwork, bills

new shipments will come in.

Fame and soon-to-be Hall

or anything. You’re just there

Even at Target where they are

of Fame basketball players as

having a good time and soak-

slightly more expensive, the

well as some of the most leg-

ing up the energy. It’s an ex-

collectibles tend to sell out.

endary hip-hop artists to date,

perience. It’s not really some-

A similar trend has been

such as the Notorious B.I.G.,

thing you can just write down

seen in recent years; as the

Jay-Z and Nas.

and put in a book and people

collecting hobby has skyrock-

understand it.”

eted, there has been a sharp

Allegheny College is a small
liberal arts college that takes
pride in diversifying its students’ areas of study. Even so,
no amount of classes can do
justice to the wide array of interests that the student body
has.
Hailing

from

different

states, countries and walks of
life, each student has a story
unique to them and interests
that may or may not be shared
by many of their peers.
Interests in music and basketball are common across

The bond between these
forces is largely fostered by

Far away from the basket-

uptick in demand for other

the environment of the parks

ball court and beyond earshot

items such as sports trading

where basketball is played.

of the music is where another

cards and Funko Pop collect-

“Imagine someone hits a

Allegheny student, Michelle

ibles.

crossover right when a beat

Miller, ’22, finds her favorite

Squishmallows come in

drops and you have the an-

thing to talk about: Squish-

many different shapes, sizes

Clockwise from top left: Anthony Baldeosingh, ’22,
Katherine Leyonmark, ’22, and Michelle Miller, ’22.

nouncers from the neighbor-

mallows.

and collections, which give

kind of like a treasure hunt,”

done for so long and has been

Miller said. “You want to col-

a big part of my life so it’s just

lect the ones you really like

something I have a lot to say

but maybe you can’t find them

about and that I’m passion-

so you keep searching and

ate about it,” Leyonmark said.

America, but for Anthony

hood with the mic in their

Squishmallows are a hy-

Baldeosingh, ’22, where he

hand hyping up some kid

brid between stuffed animal

comes from shapes what kind

who might just live down the

and pillow, but Miller insists

“I get excited to talk about

of meaning they have for him.

block,” Baldeosingh said. “He

they are not a rip off of Pillow

different animals or what de-

“I grew up in Brooklyn and

hits them with a hesi and then

Pets.

signs they have, and what col-

that’s kind of the lifestyle,”

he scores and they start play-

Baldeosingh said. “You grow

ing Faneto by Chief Keef.”

From a collection stand-

collectors incentive to keep
buying.

lections I have,” Miller said.

point, they certainly are not

For the owners of Squish-

up on music, specifically hip-

With crowds gathered, mu-

as they have taken on a life of

mallows, the items have a dual

hop, and then basketball is the

sic playing and an announcer

their own, especially for Mill-

purpose between taking up

sport in New York City. Ev-

on the loudspeaker, playing in

er.

space on a bed or on a shelf

eryone plays other sports but

New York is a beast of its own.

“I have 105 of them and

that’s the one everyone watch-

New York is home to some

definitely don’t want to know

“You can have some to

es and talks about.”

of the country’s most notable

how much I’ve spent,” Miller

sleep on or cuddle with but

The linkage of hip-hop and

hoop spots, such as Rucker

said.

they’re more so meant for

basketball has been a cultural

Park where NBA legend Ju-

staple in America dating back

for display.

JORDAN GREYNOLDS/THE CAMPUS

searching which can be fun. I
think it can be a good and fun
thing for people to do who are
stressed out.”
For those who want to
relieve their stress without
running the risk of becoming
addicted to buying stuffed animal pillows, cheerleading is
another solid option.

started

display,” Miller said. “I have

lius Erving played in the early

small with just two that she

Halloween, Christmas, Eas-

to the late-1990s and contin-

thing that’s always a high

1970’s. Since then, other NBA

bought the summer before

ter and fall and winter ones,

ues to be as strong today as it

point of my day,” Katherine

legends like Kobe Bryant and

coming to college. At the

so they all rotate based on the

has ever been.

Leyonmark, ’22, said. “When-

Kevin Durant have wowed

time they were not very pop-

season.”

“You got rappers talking

ever I have practice, it’s great

crowds along with hometown

ular but things have quickly

about basketball players and

heroes like Lamar Odom and

changed.

basketball players hooking up

Sebastian Telfair.

Her

collection

“They’re

really

“Cheerleading is some-

The effort that it takes to

not to have to think about

find collectibles makes own-

things and just have a fun

popular

ing them feel like an achieve-

time if the day has otherwise
been stressful.”

“The part that I’m really passionate about is the athletic
side of it where there’s the
tumbling, the stunting, the
jumping and those kinds of
things.”
Just as other students may
find that their interests in
music, basketball or Squishmallows might not line up
with everyone else’s interests,
cheerleading is no different.
“I think that cheerleading
gets a bad rap,” Leyonmark
said. “I feel like we have a lot
of bad stereotypes against us
and I’m not saying everyone’s
like that, but some people

with rappers and it’s almost

No matter who has next on

now but they weren’t when

ment, Miller explained. For as

like the spirit of Brooklyn,”

the court, the summertime is

I started collecting,” Miller

much as Miller likes to have

Leyonmark took part in

Baldeosingh said.

where Baldeosingh’s favorite

said. “Now everyone has dif-

a few Squishmallows in bed

county, state and out-of-state

like it’s something everyone

things culminate.

ferent collections and some

with her, she prefers proudly

competitions throughout her

can do and can enjoy and I feel

are really expensive, like up to

seeing them displayed in her

high school career and now

like if it’s something someone

$130.”

room.

cheers in college at Allegheny.

enjoys then why bring them

The connection between
these forces is not isolated to

“In the summertime at

New York City, but the talent

cookouts, you’re hooping and

that the city has produced in

playing music and they’re

Miller describes how she

“I feel like collecting is

“It’s something that I’ve

don’t think it’s a sport. I feel

down about it?”
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Remembering the green-thumbed, ‘ineffable’ Brian Hill, ’19
By MATTHEW STEINBERG, ’20

friend in Brian, and that he was

they were not by any means purely

Contriuting Writer

someone they could trust.

intellectual endeavors,” Branch said.

msteinbe0813@gmail.com

Brian Hill, ’19, had many passions
and talents — video production, law,
politics, social justice, art, music, the
list goes on. Among them, one quality distinct to Brian was his green
thumb.
“He was so passionate about
plants,” Sophia Stabley, ’19, Brian’s
girlfriend, said. “One of his dreams
for when we bought a house together was that he wanted to have something like a ‘plant hospital,’ where he
would just take peoples’ plants and
bring them back to life.”
A Cincinnati native, Brian was
uniquely suited for the process of
rescuing plants. Friends, family and
members of the Allegheny community remember him as a kind, loving
and selfless person who breathed life
into those he encountered.
“He was always building people
up and caring for people, whether
it be in a physical form or emotionally,” Stabley said. “He was always
there for people and showed up —
I never met somebody who showed
up so much for people.”
Brian died unexpectedly on
March 26, 2020, after suffering a
pulmonary embolism. Typically, this
medical event is caused by blood
clots that travel to the lungs from
veins in other parts of the body.
Amidst a pandemic in which
people were forced to be physically
distanced, those closest to him like
Jake Reidenbach, ’19, and Kelsey
Ray, ’18, remember how his memory brought people together in ways
they hadn’t seen before.

“That was the part he enjoyed

“And yet, what came from his core

most about the job,” Stabley said.

he ground with rigorous intellectual

“(The patients) loved him. They

inquiry and he ground in terms of

would play games, and I think they

the kind of work he was doing with

just genuinely trusted him.”

me, with a rigor in terms of creative

While a student at Allegheny,

expression.”

his involvement and impact on the

Friends and peers were drawn to

community met no bounds. As a

his intellectual energy. Sam Ianiro,

communication arts and political

’19, met Brian after they both came

science double major, Brian worked

onto the Allegheny football team

on various Allegheny projects in and

as first-year students. After Brian

out of the classroom. River Branch,

stopped playing his sophomore year

associate professor of communica-

due to a concussion, Ianrio recalled a

tion arts, saw him as a “bridge for the

documentary Brian produced about

production community.”

his decision to leave the field.

Photo courtesy of MATTHEW STEINBERG

Brian Hill, ’19, was known for his green thumb, video production,
and his dedication to social justice. Hill passed away one year ago
today.

“I hired him as a (teaching assis-

“(The video) was really eye-open-

served as a fellow for. Students in the

the retention rate of men of color

tant), because being a production

ing for me to see,” Ianiro said. “Brian

organization learn to address politi-

at Allegheny through providing re-

TA, the most important facet to me

was very talented, and he had all this

cal, economic and social issues with

sources such as professional work-

is whether or not that person is go-

deep-rooted emotion that he chan-

interdisciplinary approaches.

shops and other community-based

ing to make someone feel comfort-

nelled through his films.”

“Brian was just terrific,” said Bri-

events.

able, whether they’re going to make

Reidenbach said Brian opened his

an Harward, Robert G. Seddig Chair

Aside from his studies and the

someone feel welcome,” Branch said.

mind to many different viewpoints

in Political Science and adviser to the

organizations he supported, Brian

“Brian was this point of inclusion,

on countless subjects. From their

CPP. “I was pleased that he was able

was a selfless and genuine friend to

and I’m grateful for that.”

political science classes on campus

to become a CPP fellow and help us

many.

Breanna Garcia, ’20, met Brian

to spending Thursday nights at The

run the Law and Policy Program.”

after taking her first communication

Other Place Penny Bar, Reidenbach

Harward said Brian played a large

on this notepad the word ‘ineffable,’”

arts class during her sophomore year

said Brian was gifted at bringing

role in helping to design the Law and

Ray said. “It simply means there’s not

people together.

Policy Program, since it was being

enough words to express — some-

constant encouragement as she was

developed during his time as a CPP

thing’s too great express — and I

learning about video production for

fellow. He showed true leadership

think that explains (Brian) well.”

the first time.

in the club through planning town

Ray and Brian met while taking

halls and inviting speakers to cam-

“Constitutional Law: Civil Rights

pus. Primarily, Harward remembers

and Civil Liberties” at Allegheny.

how Brian “just lights up a room.”

Their friendship evolved from there

at Allegheny. She remembers Brian’s

“He was probably the first person
to really tell me, ‘you can do this,
you’re talented at this,’ and so we re-

When he passed away,
I wrote on this notepad
the word ‘ineffable. It
simply means there’s not
enough words to express
— something’s too great
express — and I think that
explains (Brian) well.”

“When he passed away, I wrote

“He was a friend to all of us, and

— one attribute of Brian she remem-

he just modeled kindness and gener-

bers fondly is how good of a listener

osity in everything that he did,” Har-

he was, particularly when she and

ward said. “And he had ideas, and he

Brian would take walks around cam-

was nimble in thinking about those

pus, down North Main Street into

ideas. He was clever, hard-working,

Meadville and around Conneaut

pandemic began to take hold in the

and he just had so much promise …

Lake.

United States, Brian would send her

He’s precisely the kind of graduate

ally bonded over video editing,” Garcia said. “That’s when our friendship
started, and it grew from there.”
And he never stopped encouraging

Garcia

throughout

—KELSEY RAY

their

Class of 2018

friendship. Even as the COVID-19

we hope leaves this place.”

“He was someone that would
just listen and then give you good

“That was the day or the moment

text messages saying “you got this,”

“He could just connect with any-

that you really started to understand

as she was finishing her Senior Com-

body whether he had anything in

Brian was also an active mem-

feedback,” Ray said. “He actually un-

how many lives he affected,” Reiden-

prehensive Project. Overall, she said

common with them at all — just

ber of Allegheny’s football team. He

derstood and felt how everyone was

bach said. “You just saw hundreds

he was always the person “that was

the fact that he was eating (chicken)

loved the game, according to Karol

feeling, he took on your emotions.”

and hundreds of posts and texts and

going to check in,” whether about

wings with them at Penny Bar on

Vargas, ’19, who, along with Reiden-

Brian was empathetic, loyal and

calls and stuff like that, like an out-

her work with video production or

a Thursday night, and that was it,”

bach, met Brian on the field as first-

loving. He supported and uplifted

pouring of support, that I don’t think

about anything else.

Reidenbach said.

year members of the team. Vargas

his friends and simultaneously con-

anybody really understood before

Brian had a natural ability to

His enthusiastic personality was

remembers Brian in many ways —

tributed to his community with his

that day. It’s just sad that he wasn’t

reach other people through his

contagious, according to Reiden-

one of which being a competitive

energy, intellect and passion. Sta-

able to see it.”

knowledge and work. In a filmic

bach.

and dedicated member of the team.

bley remembers it all — from his

As a recent Allegheny graduate,

context, Branch said the many proj-

“(Brian) could get somebody to

“I’ll never forget the first practice

passions, of the plants he revitalized

Brian had already begun serving his

ects he completed were designed to

be passionate about something by

that we had,” Vargas said. “Brian was

and matters of social justice, to the

community by working with patients

generate conversation and change —

just explaining it,” Reidenbach said.

a huge guy, super talented and just

impact he had on members of his

in the inpatient rehabilitation unit at

he invited thoughtful, genuine and

“His own passion would just rub off

really aggressive on the field, but also

community, and ultimately, the self-

UPMC Chautauqua and interning at

reflective analysis in every initiative

on you.”

a really nice guy overall. My first in-

lessness and authenticity he showed

the Robert H. Jackson Center.

he undertook.

teraction with Brian was just watch-

his friends on a daily basis.

One issue Brian was passionate

ing him tear it up at practice.”

She also remembers his dedica-

Stabley said the patients he

“Brian’s commitments to issues

about was prison reform. He played

worked with felt like they had a

of social justice came from his core,

a large role in establishing Alleghe-

Even though Brian had to leave

ny’s chapter of the Student Alliance

the roster after his sophomore year

“Brian was just an extremely

for Prison Reform. The group, which

due to concussions, he remained in-

dedicated family man,” Stabley said.

strives to promote awareness of in-

volved with the team throughout his

“That was something that drew me

justices in the criminal justice sys-

college career by filming Allegheny’s

to him: How well he treated and

tem, was awarded the Outstanding

practices and games.

adored his mom and his father, his

Photo courtesy of MATTHEW STEINBERG

Hill poses at his graduation in 2019.

tion to his family.

Organization Award in 2017 for its

Off the field, Vargas said he and

contributions to the Allegheny com-

Brian bonded by wanting to leave

Stabley said when Brian was with

munity.

Allegheny a better place than when

his family, he “was just the happiest

SAPR has organized and spon-

they found it — he admired Brian’s

Brian you could ever see.” He was al-

sored events that raise awareness of

work with SAPR, and said Brian

ways there to provide support to his

the negative health effects linked to

embodied the mission of the Men of

family, to her and to all those he held

solitary confinement, in addition

Color Advancement Association, an

dear.

to conferences like “The Injustices

organization which Vargas helped

“He supported me and lifted me

of the Justice System,” which Shane

found and grow during his time at

up every single moment of every

Bauer, former senior reporter for

Allegheny.

single day,” Stabley said. “He was

aunties and cousins.”

Mother Jones, attended and spoke at.

“Every second that he spent at Al-

the most loving person, he made me

Brian’s work with SAPR was con-

legheny, he accomplished our exact

feel so loved and just so safe, and he

sistent with the work of the Center

mission statement,” Vargas said. The

taught me so much, not only about

for Political Participation, which he

mission of MOCAA is to increase

myself, but about the world.”
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Allegheny Basketball sweeps first weekend back on court
By JAKE PETTI
Sports Writer
pettij@allegheny.edu

After over a year without intercollegiate competition, the Allegheny men’s and women’s basketball teams became the first to
don the blue and yellow during
their return to play last weekend.
Despite concerns regarding the
NCAC’s cancellation of a regular
season for winter sports, each
team was able to schedule a few
exhibition games after taking the
steps necessary to return to intercollegiate play.
The men’s basketball team
opened at home on Friday with
a win on senior night over Penn
State Altoona, 108-81. Guard
Brian Roberts Jr., ’22, led the
team in scoring with 23 points,
while forwards Mike Noonan,
’24, and Nijon Kirkman, ’21,
grabbed 11 rebounds a piece.
The bench was also involved,
scoring 45 points in the win,
indicating the excitement of the
Gators to return to play.
“It felt amazing to finally be
able to play again,” Peter Snipes,
’23, said. “Words can’t explain it,
it just felt great to be out there
again.”
The Gators trailed in the
opening seconds, however the
lead would only change, as Al-

Major

legheny pulled ahead with 18
minutes remaining in the first
half and continued adding to
their lead for the remainder of
the game. The Lions finished
the game with more fast break
points than the Gators, however the latter dominated in every
other category.
“The energy was amazing
from the team,” Snipes said. “We
came out ready to play.”
While the men’s team began their season at home, the
Allegheny women’s basketball
team kicked off their season on
the road with a win, defeating
Mount Aloysius 85-69. This was
the women’s teams first meeting
with the Mounties in almost 10
years, scheduled due to the inability to schedule in-conference
opponents this year.
“It’s been over a year since
we’ve had any sort of competition like that so it was really nice
to be out there on the court,”
Forward Julianna Skowron, ’21
said. “Especially because we
didn’t think we’d be getting any
games at all.”
Similar to the men’s team, the
Gators dominated the Mounties
in nearly every category on the
floor, with the bench providing
a major spark in the 16-point
opening night win. The women’s

League

By ADAM COHEN
Sports Editor
cohena@allegheny.edu

Major League Baseball is set to
begin a normal 162-game season starting April 1. During the
COVID-19 shortened 2020 season, MLB added a universal designated hitter, a 16-team playoff
format, seven-inning double
headers, and a runner on second
base to start off every extra inning. The first two rules are no
longer intact for this upcoming
season, but the latter two will
remain.
Many baseball fans have never liked the concept of the DH
— which was first implemented
in 1973 — because basebal traditionally had the pitcher bat
for himself. Therefore, once the
DH was implemented, the manager had fewer opportunities to
change the lineup and defensive alignment throughout the
game. As a result, many baseball
purists were angered when the
universal DH was instituted last
season.
Jacob King, ’23, who is a
Pittsburgh Pirates fan, provided
some context for the disdain.

basketball team then returned
home the next day, continuing
their momentum with their own
senior night win over Mount
Aloysius, 91-68.
After a quick start, and an
early first quarter lead atop the
Mounties, the Gators cruised
for the rest of the game. Guard
Rylee Donavan, ’21, recorded a
triple-double, scoring 10 points
with 12 assists and 10 rebounds,
and Skowron turned in a double-double, leading the team in
scoring with 19 points, as well as
grabbing 10 rebounds. RegardKALEIGH WHITE/THE CAMPUS
less of their own performance,
The
Men’s
Basketball
team
plays
their
first
game
of
the
season
against
Penn State Altoona
the seniors were certain that
on Friday, March 19, 2021, at the James H. Mullen Arena.
their teammates were the reason
for their success.
with a little over five minutes re- to still get me open shots and to have a great season from what
“I just think it helps that the
maining in the half and holding move with me,” Roberts Jr. said. we have to play,” Snipes said.
girls I play with, everyone (was)
“That’s to my teammates, I did “8-0 is our goal.”
it for the rest of the contest.
getting open,” Donavan said. “It’s
not have the best night but they
The
Gators
were
led
in
scorThe men’s basketball team
easy to get assists when everyone
made
sure
I
got
the
ball
and
put
ing
by
Roberts
Jr.,
turning
in
will
continue their season at
finishes.”
home on Friday, March 26 at
Although there is no postsea- 19 points and shooting 8-17 me in the right spots.”
Much
like
their
first
game
of
from
the
field,
also
with
six
as7 p.m., when they take on the
son, the Gators indicated that
this season is just as important sists. Snipes contributed to the the season the night prior, the Mount Aloysius Mounties. The
20-point victory with 19 points Gators attributed their success women’s basketball team will reas any other.
The men’s basketball team and forward Andre Wilder, ’24, on the court to the energy they turn to play on Thursday, March
also competed at home on Sat- was a big factor off of the bench brought with them. Looking 25, when they play Penn State
urday, completing a weekend scoring 13 points and pulling ahead, the men’s team is optimis- Altoona on the road. They will
sweep for Allegheny with an- down four of the team’s 18 offen- tic that this energy will continue make their return to the Dafor their six remaining games.
vid V. Wise Center at 1 p.m. on
other win against Penn State Al- sive rebounds.
“We’re just focused on the Saturday, March 27, when they
“I was struggling shooting at
toona, 86-66. After a slow start
to the first half, the Gators found the beginning, luckily my team- next game that’s coming up, try match-up against the Lions once
their rhythm, taking the lead mates were bailing me out, able to go 8-0 for our seniors, and try more this season.

Baseball

“I’m not a big fan of the DH,”
King said. “I like watching the
pitchers bat, it can be a real exciting aspect of the sport, especially if it comes down to a big
situation that can be one of the
most exciting moments of the
season if a pitcher gets a clutch
hit.”
Baseball fans have also had
mixed feelings about the expanded playoffs. Originally, the
best team in each league made
the playoffs. Last year, teams
such as the Houston Astros and
Milwaukee Brewers, who were
below .500 made the playoffs.
Although the Brewers were eliminated in the first round, the Astros were just one win away from
winning the pennant.
Additionally, the Miami
Marlins were expected to finish
dead last in the National League
East, made the playoffs and even
took down the Chicago Cubs in
the National League Wild Card
Series. The latter caused some
controversy, as even though the
Cubs had the better record and
appeared to be a better team, the
Marlins swept them in a short
best-of-three series.
King understands the pros
and cons of adding more teams

spring

to the playoffs.
“More teams making the
playoffs is better for the sport as
a whole,” King said. “It’s always
nice for your team to make the
playoffs, especially if they are
a cusp team that can definitely
grow the sport in the area. However, when you narrow it down,
each game becomes more impactful during the regular season.”
Another change from last
year is that all teams will allow
a varying capacity of fans at the
ballpark. Many teams, such as
the Pittsburgh Pirates, will have
around 20% capacity. Still, there
are a few outliers like the state of
Texas, which has already been
fully reopened to the public,
and will allow the Texas Rangers
to be at 100% capacity. On the
other hand, the Washington Nationals will only have fans at 10%
capacity.
Harrison Seabold, ’24, remains optimistic about the increase of fans at baseball games
over the course of the season.
“We are seeing the (NCAA)
March Madness tournament (allow) upwards (of) 35-to-40% (of
capacity),” Seabold said. “I think
it will be upwards towards that

2021

percentage in baseball because
there are more seats, and they
are more spread out.”
Besides being able to see
more fellow fans rather than
cardboard cutouts in the stands,
many baseball fans are excited
for the wave of young players
making a huge impact on the
game. Fernando Tatis Jr. and
Ronald Acuna Jr. are a pair of
five-tool players that can crush
40 home runs and swipe 40 stolen bases. Meanwhile, Juan Soto
is an on-base machine and has
already been receiving comparisons to the great Ted Williams.
All three of these players are under 24 years old.
Seabold is looking forward to
seeing these young players compete during the regular season.
“I think they are going to be
great this year,” Seabold said.
“We are seeing all these young
dudes hitting bombs over and
over again. It’s super exciting to
watch, especially since they are
so close to our age.”
Victoria Vradenburg, ’21, is
especially excited about Wander Franco. She predicts that the
19-year-old shortstop will win
the American League Rookie of
the Year award.

season

preview

“The way he has been producing in the preseason,” Vradenburg said. “I really like how he
has come out and made a huge
impact for the Tampa Bay Rays.
I like the fact that even though
he’s a rookie, he looks like he has
been in the Majors for ten years.”
As for surprise teams, Vradenburg has confidence the
Milwaukee Brewers and Washington Nationals can find a way
to sneak into the playoffs. Both
teams had underrated offseasons. The Brewers acquired defensive wizards Jackie Bradley Jr.
and Kolten Wong, whereas the
Nationals added sluggers Josh
Bell and Kyle Schwarber. Both
teams play in two very competitive divisions that feature at least
four potential contenders.
“The Brewers are not necessarily a surprise team, but
they have been up and down. I
definitely think they will make
a (playoff) run this season and
come back from the last season
they had. I also think the Nats
could maybe come back (to the
playoffs),” Vradenburg said.
The new and improved team
rosters will also be fun to watch
this season. Several teams had
huge offseasons such as the San

Diego Padres, who inked Tatis Jr.
to a 12-year, $340 million extension, and added former All-Stars
Yu Darvish and Blake Snell to
the rotation. Besides the Padres,
the St. Louis Cardinals traded
for Nolan Arenado — one of
the best third basemen in all of
baseball — to strengthen their
chances to win the NL Central.
Vradenburg is a Los Angeles
Dodgers fan and cannot wait to
see the reigning NL Cy Young
award winner, Trevor Bauer, don
a white and blue uniform. Bauer
will be the highest paid player in
a single season this year as he is
set to make $41 million.
“When (Clayton) Kershaw
was out and was injured, the
Dodgers could not pick themselves up, or find the motivation,” Vradenburg said. “So
adding a new pitcher (such as
Trevor Bauer) to their staff is a
very good move for their organization.”
With just six days until the
season begins, fans can look forward to revamped rosters, rule
changes, breakout players, and
fans in the stands.

COVID-19 INFORMATION
Editor’s Note:
The weekly COVID-19 data is compiled using the COVID-19 Case Dashboard available on sites.allegheny.edu/covid19. Case counts listed above are collected the Thursday before
publication. *This is the last recorded positivity rate from the week of March 24, 2021.

ACTIVE STUDENT
CASES

ACTIVE EMPLOYEE
CASES

QUARANTINE

1

1

2

POSITIVE TESTS
SINCE JAN. 13

POSITIVITY
RATE*

AVAILABLE
QUARANTINE BEDS

38

0.16%

99%

